BANKER
BANKRDSK.SIN

4, 5/3-26

Length Bitφ
Start $EFFφ
Exec $EFFφ

- After LOADM & EXEC, functional code occupies $FDφφ-$FD3
- After EXEC, load space, $EFFφ-$7AFF may be re-used.

RAMDISK2 A.BIN

- Maxbank 7 (poke $7008,7)
- Auto Mode (poke $6FF4,255)
- RAMDISK A = 2 (poke $700F,2)
- RAMDISK B = 3 (poke $7011,3)

PDEST Default $FDφφ -> $FDφφ
(poke $7003,$H5B)
(poke $7004,$H4F)
OFFSET to LOAD@ EXEC = 40464

PAGER.BIN

Length 5Cφ
Start E0φ
Exec E0φ

- After LOADM & EXEC, functional code occupies $7800-$7965

PAGER 2.BIN

* E06 = 1335F

- Maxbank 7 (poke $1247,7)
- PPES2 = $F540 (poke 4 & E02, 75)
- MAP 1p-1 (All RAM) (poke 5E04,1)
- NO-DP temp code E05-51F
- Change Ext to Res @ 110 ($25 code poke!)